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METHODOLOGY AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

 

This report is based on evidence collected through: 

6 pieces of peer research carried out by 4 Young Researchers groups in the South West of 

England between April and June 2013 –  

 Cornwall Integrated Youth Service,  facilitated by Mary Ann Bloomfield 

 Young People Cornwall  facilitated by Jemma Verran 

 Saint Nicholas Youth Centre, Yate, South Gloucestershire facilitated by June Yeoman 

and Christina Stokes 

 Taunton Young Researchers @ The SW Regional Youth Work Unit facilitated by Fio-

na Phur and Anna Sayce 

7 focus groups held at the SW Young Researcher’s Research Weekend in Newquay, Corn-

wall in June 2013 

Learning for Sustainability: from the pupil’s perspective. A report of a three-year longitudinal 

study of 15 schools from June 2005 to June 2008 by Dr Chris Gayford, The Institute of Edu-

cation, University of Reading. 

A Cultural Awareness focus group run by Mark Curtis from Activ8, Cornwall at the re-

search weekend. 

 

The authors of this report would like to thank all the young people in the South West of England 

who have responded to the surveys and interviews carried out by the SW Young Researchers, 

especially the following establishments: 

 Bishop Fox’s School, Taunton, Somerset 

 Richard Huish College, Taunton, Somerset 

 All-Saints Youth Club, Halcon, Taunton, Somerset 

 Miss C Henry and the pupils of Penair School, Truro, Cornwall 

 The Armadillo Youth Project, Yate, South Gloucestershire 

 Bude Young People’s Centre, Cornwall 

 Mr Swayne and the pupils of St Ives School, Cornwall 
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 Yate International Academy, South Gloucestershire 

 Deb Kemp and the pupils of Callington Community College, Cornwall 

 The Cornwall Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) Shadow Board 

 Truro College, Cornwall 

 Falmouth Youth Group, Cornwall 

The authors would also like to thank: 

 The Sands Resort Hotel, Newquay, Cornwall especially Leeanne Armstrong,  who looked 

after us so brilliantly at the Research Residential Weekend 

 Joe Taylor and all the staff  at The Wave Project, Treliske, Cornwall for organising a surf 

session during our residential 

 Save the Children for the brilliant ‘Young People as Researchers  - learning resource pack’ 

 The British Youth Council and UK Youth Parliament for asking us to carry out this re-

search; especially the Members of Youth Parliament (MYPs) who circulated the online sur-

veys around their networks 

 The Big Lottery Awards for All who provided the funding for the accreditation and the resi-

dential 

 apt Awards who provided us with the ‘Carrying out an Independent Research Project’ unit 

for our accreditation 

 The Centre for Informal Learning @ Learning South West who co-ordinated the accredita-

tion 

 Paul Vare of South West Learning for Sustainability Coalition who provided some excellent 

examples of research into sustainable living. 

 

 

For comments and feedback please contact fiona_phur@learning-southwest.org.uk 
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FOREWORD 

 

I am proud to be asked to introduce this report on research conducted by the South West 

Young Researchers Project into what young people want from a ‘Curriculum for Life’. Groups of 

Young Researchers from four areas of the South West have sought the views of young people 

on the issues that should be covered in a ‘curriculum for life’ and the ways it should be intro-

duced in schools and colleges. Over 1,000 young people have contributed their views, through 

surveys, focus groups and discussion sessions in different parts of our region, and their views 

make a powerful case for the inclusion of a Curriculum for Life as a part of mainstream educa-

tion. 

The research identifies some clear priorities for a Curriculum for Life, including sex and relation-

ships education, political education, financial management skills and cultural awareness. It also 

shows that young people believe that enhancing the content and delivery of Curriculum for Life 

would make for longer term benefits to both local communities and the UK economy, as young 

people would be equipped to be competent and valued members of their communities, more 

engaged with the democratic process, more likely to get jobs using their creativity and skills and 

able to lead healthier and more sustainable lives 

The report was requested by British Youth Council to inform the Youth Select Committee inquiry 

into the education system and its role in preparing young people for adult life. The Regional 

Youth Work Unit at Learning South West is grateful to Big Lottery Fund for an ‘Awards for All’ 

grant that enabled us to establish the SW Young Researchers Project, and to apt awards who 

helped us design an accredited training programme for young researchers. We now have a sus-

tainable approach to enabling young people to carry out good quality peer research in the re-

gion, and look forward to working with young researchers on further projects. 

Most of all, my thanks go to the Young Researchers and the youth organisations that have sup-

ported them. They have put in a huge amount of effort and shown great commitment to the re-

search process and the final report. I hope the Youth Select Committee can use the findings to 

persuade government ministers and officials, and individual schools and colleges to review the 

Curriculum for Life in the light of young people’s perspectives. 

 

 

 

 

Gill Millar, Regional Youth Work Adviser 

Learning South West 

June 2013 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

The SW Young Researchers Project Report into A CURRICULUM FOR LIFE draws on research 

from four peer research groups in the South West of England over a period of three months in 

2013.  The purpose of the research is to establish whether life skills have a place on the national 

curriculum and, if so, how they should be delivered.  The report was specifically compiled for UK 

Youth Parliament and The British Youth Council who are spearheading the Curriculum for Life 

campaign 2013.  The report will be used as evidence to the Youth  Select Committee hearings in 

the summer of 2013. 

1,115 young people in the South West took part in the research which was conducted through 

on-line surveys, face to face interviews and focus groups.  Social networking including Facebook 

helped to broaden the reach of the surveys. 

The project concluded that young people want life skills to feature strongly on the curriculum as 

they believe that these will help them in their transition to adulthood. They see many long term 

benefits such as becoming more responsible citizens, less drain on the welfare system and the 

NHS and a happier, healthier and more cohesive society   

This report makes strong recommendations around implementing mixed teaching approaches, a 

review of information and materials used, an understanding of the crossover of life skills into oth-

er parts of the curriculum and a need to embed these subjects into the ethos of education.  

 

 

Young researchers hard at work at the Cornwall 

Residential 2013 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In October 2012 UK Youth Parliament voted for the theme of their 2013 campaign.  ‘A curricu-

lum to prepare us for life’ was chosen in the annual event at the House of Commons where 

members of the youth parliament (MYPs) voted for their favourite out of five issues after listening 

to and taking part in debates.  A curriculum for life received a massive vote- 154 out of 295 

MYPs voted for ‘A Curriculum for Life’ -  more than double the number received for any other is-

sue’. 

 

The campaign believes that the place of citizenship education and PSHE in the curriculum 

should be radically overhauled through a youth-led UK-wide review; they are really important for 

young people’s growth and development as they teach vital life skills and can be the first steps 

to engaging young people in political life. Teaching staff should be specifically trained to a na-

tional standard to deliver citizenship education following this review. 

 

The campaign calls for a new curriculum that includes the following subjects: 

Political education 

Sex and Relationships education (SRE)  

Cultural awareness 

Community cohesion 

Finance skills 

Sustainable living  

Citizenship Education Test. 

The South West Young Researchers Project has committed to research each of the seven sub-

ject areas to find out what young people already learn about, what they would like to learn about 

and how they feel these subjects will help them now and later in life. 

This report aims to present the findings of four peer research groups based in the SW of Eng-

land who carried out research during April to June 2013 in order to provide evidence that Mem-

bers of Youth Parliament could use to make their case at a series of Education Select Commit-

tee hearings at the House of Commons in the summer of 2013.  The intention is that the infor-

mation will demonstrate how much is already taught and understood by young people in these 

subjects, and what will be useful to include as further learning. 

The project commenced by finding interested groups of young people in the region.  For some of 

the young researchers, this was their first introduction to peer research and others had more ex-

perience.  All participants had the opportunity of gaining Level 2 accreditation for the work they 

produced.  Each group decided which of the seven subjects they would research and how they 

would carry out the research.  This report outlines each different group’s findings and the meth-

odologies used to gather the information.  
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After completing seven sessions of research skills education and conducting research locally, the 

four groups met up at a Research Weekend in Cornwall in June.  At the weekend, they each pre-

sented their findings and highlighted the key learning to each other.  They held a Focus Group 

discussion after each presentation which gave everyone an opportunity to offer an opinion about 

the research and help to form some conclusions.  These are shown after each subject topic in 

the research and at the conclusion section at the end of the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The report was presented to UK Youth Parliament and the British Youth Council in June 2013.  

The young researchers also sent copies to their local MPs as part of the UKYP Campaign. 

 

 

Hard at work at the Cornwall residential June 

2013 

Time out from researching to have some surfing 

fun—Cornwall Residential June 2013 
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RESEARCH TOPIC 1 

Name of Research Topic:  Curriculum for Life – Political Education 

Name of Project/Organisation: Cornwall Peer Researchers (St Ives School; Pool Academy; 

Penair School; Callington College)  

Names and ages of Young Researchers:  

Callington : Kerry Stripling 11yrs; George Drew 12yrs; Tom Chauhan 13yrs 

Penair School ; Anna Penhaligon  14yrs. 

Pool Academy : Laura Binny 14yrs; Karis Adeyemi 14yrs; Jess Adams 14yrs 

St Ives School : Chloe Barratt 15yrs; Lauren Cotterell 14yrs; Elle Phillips 15yrs 

How did we do it?  

We devised questionnaires asking about what subjects young people are taught, and how often; 

we also asked what they would like to be taught, how often, how and by whom.  

Some groups had time to hold short focused discussions on areas of concern with young people 

from the school council, tutor groups etc.  

We did the above as it was easy to fit into the school curriculum and would cause minimum dis-

ruption and likely to get the go ahead by teachers.  

We also sent out an online survey for any young person to contribute.  

 

What did we find out?    

Approx 330 young people answered surveys; 95 - under 13yrs 10 – 17yrs + over. .  Female  

52% ; 48% Male.   

 

Key Messages: See appendices for statistics on findings.  

• The teaching of politics in schools/colleges is poor. 

• Young people do want to learn about politics and on a regular basis. 

 Young people want to know about the whole political process and how things work, they 

especially want to understand what the political parties stand for; but also recognise this is 

a challenging subject to teach, and outside assistance is needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Cornwall group present their findings at the Residential—June 

2013 

4. How often would you like to be taught about politics and 
democracy in school / college?

20%

20%

19%

19%

11%

11%

Weekly

Fortnightly

Twice a term

Once a term

Once a year

Never
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Young people do want to know about local government and to meet/communicate with local deci-

sion makers.  

 

What do we think?  

• Young people want to learn about things that affect them now. 

• They want to know what is happening in their community and be a part of this 

• They want to explore the subject through a variety of ways e.g. debating  

• They want to be informed in a variety of ways and by a variety of people. 

• They want a system where they can express their opinions at a local level to the right  

 people 

• They want to know what happens in our political and democratic system, and some con

 text for this e.g. what happens elsewhere.  

 They want to understand the laws and policies that affect their lives now and in the future.  

 

See Appendix 1 for further discussion topics  

 

Researchers from Cornwall present their findings 

on Political Education 
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RESEARCH TOPIC 2 

Name of Research Topic: Curriculum for Life – Sex and Relationships Education (SRE) 

Name of Project/ Organisation:  South Gloucestershire Youth Initiative 

Names and ages of Young Researchers: 

Amber Phillips aged 14 

Chloe Chapman aged 14 

Jessica Long aged 14 

Kia Holbrook aged 14 

Reece Pearce aged 14 

Rhiannon Mayhead aged 14. 

 

What did we find out? 

The group decided to use a questionnaire as their research method and a total of 160 question-
naires were completed in St Nicholas Youth Centre, The Armadillo youth project and Yate Inter-
national Academy.   

 

Male 68 / 42.5% Female 86 / 53.75%  No sex 6/ 3.75% 

Ages 

11 yrs = 7  4.4% 

12 yrs = 22  13.75% 

13 yrs = 35  21.9% 

14 yrs = 42  26.25% 

15 yrs = 20  13.1% 

16 yrs = 21  12.5% 

17 yrs = 2   1.25% 

18 yrs = 0 

19 yrs = 3   1.9% 

No age = 8   5%. 

 

Key Findings 

Current Sex and relationship lessons are meeting most people’s needs, out of 160 young people 
questioned from the age of 11 years to 19 years; 60.6% said that the lessons were meeting their 
emotional, physical, gender and cultural needs. 

That current sex and relationship lessons used a wide range of resources; such as leaflets, vide-
os, discussions, internet, worksheets etc.  Most young people thought the current resources were 
good although could be updated to meet the needs of today’s young people. 

Most young people questioned did not know that the school had a school nurse 55.6% did not 
know, and have not used her services when it comes to sexual health. 
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Young people questioned would like more outside agencies to come into school to talk about 
specialist issues. 

When it comes to current sex and relationships lessons most of the young people thought they 
currently get enough information on the following: 

Safer sex  78.1% said yes 

Risky behaviour 63.1% said yes 

Condom use  77.5% said yes 

Peer pressure 60.65% said yes 

Contraception 71.9% said yes 

STIs, HIV, AIDS 55%  said yes. 

Only 49.4% of young people questioned thought that they got enough information about where 
they could get information on contraception and treatment locally. 

When asked what other issues should be covered, the following issues were suggested: 

 

What is a loving/caring relationship  70% agreed 

How to say No to sex until you are ready  84.4% agreed 

How to deal with peer pressure to have sex 79.4% agreed 

How to deal with being bullied into having sex 78.75% agreed 

Same sex relationships    68.1% agreed 

Risky behaviours     78.7% agreed 

A high percentage of young people agreed that these issues should be included in SRE les-
sons. 

 

49.4% of young people questioned thought that they got enough information about where they 
could get contraception and treatment for STIs locally. 

When asked how they would change the current SRE lessons there were a lot of suggestions, 
such as; 

More outside agencies coming into lessons. 

Split genders so that the lesson can focus on specific issues for that gender 

Smaller classes 

More information given which affects our lives and more lessons on that subject. 

 

The Research team from South Gloucestershire Youth Project 

present their findings at the Cornwall residential June 2013 
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What do we think? 

 

The following themes emerged whilst analysing the questionnaires;  

 

Young people wanted single gender lessons so that specific issues can be focussed on so young 
people did not feel so embarrassed about asking questions. 

 

Young people wanted more specific lessons on issues that affect their lives like; peer pressure 
into having sex; how to say no until ready to have sex; risky behaviour, same sex relationships, 
abortion and that SRE lessons should be on its own not mixed in with other lessons say on drugs 
etc. 

 

Young people wanted more outside agencies to come into schools, issue specific like Brook, Ter-
ence Higgins Trust etc 

 

Young people thought that the information should be given in a more interactive way and that it 
should reflect life as it is now, and that they should be able to suggest the issues that they want-
ed to discuss by the way of a suggestion box before the planned lessons. 

 

 

 

 

Hard at work during the Cornwall Residential 2013 
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Name of Research Topic:  Curriculum for Life - Sex and Relationships Education (SRE) 

Name of Project / Organisation:  

CAMHS Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing Shadow Board Young People Cornwall: 

Names and ages of Young Researchers:  

Alice Hodge - 17 

Ben Haddy - 17 

Gemma Kendall - 17 

George Poole - 19 

Taylor Mason - 17 

 

How did we do it?  

We used a combination of physical and internet-based surveys (SurveyMonkey) and hosted fo-
cus groups amongst our peers and other young people so that we reached a more diverse range 
of young people. Including Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Trans-gendered and Questioning (LGBTQ) 
groups, Black Minority Ethnic (BME) groups, rurally   isolated and core Not in Education, Employ-
ment or Training (NEET) young people. We then correlated the physical survey results with the 
SurveyMonkey results so that we could display our results in the same format. 

What did we find out?  

We found that the majority of the young people who responded to our survey were between 16 
and 17 years old. We feel that this shows they have either a greater understanding of the subject 
or at this age more young people are interested in the subject. This would, however, require fur-
ther research. 

We had a roughly 50:50 split of male to female young people respond to our survey which we be-
lieve suggests that there is no gender imbalance in the interest in improving SRE. 
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Our most important findings concerned the SRE topics covered in whatever education the young 

people had received already.  

 

The three main topics that people were unsure on were Domestic Violence, Sexuality and Laws 

around Sexual Activity. We feel like it is essential all young people should be taught these topics, 

to enable them to make informed, healthy decisions about their lives. while domestic violence / 

sexual assault  is often not recognised by the victims suffering, it was evident from our research 

with young people, that this is a topic that they wish to know more about.  

 

The seriousness of this highly stigmatised area of law is reflected by the actions and information 

that the police place unto it. The young people are highly sensitive to the dynamics of home life 

and their close friends; therefore we believe that young people should be informed around this 

subject in order to protect themselves from abusive relationships as well as their family and 

friends.  

 

What do we think? 

 

After closely looking at the results we came to the conclusion that most young people that partici-

pated in the surveys, either physically through focus groups or electronically, feel strongly that 

the sex and relationships education currently included in the national schools curriculum is not 

sufficient enough to equip them with the knowledge they need in order to make informed deci-

sions regarding their lives. 

 

We believe that due to the majority of young people 

taking the survey being ages 16-17, that if we had 

have been able to target a younger audience the re-

sults we collected may have been very different. 

While this means that our research is not completely 

inclusive of younger age groups, it also highlights the 

need for SRE to be taught in schools from a younger 

age, and to be age appropriate.  

This is reinforced by the evident lack of knowledge 

that many young people have been left with due to 

poor SRE.  

 

 

The CAMHS Shadow Board prepare their presentation at the Corn-

wall Residential June 2013 
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Recommendations from Focus groups after examining both sets of SRE re-

search : 

 

* Domestic violence (emotional and physical/signs and awareness raising) needs to be covered 
by the SRE curriculum. 

* Education relationships ( emotional responses) also need to be included. 

* Safe confidential advice service needs to be provided in school. 

* SRE needs to be delivered by Specialist workers ( not teachers) 

* SRE needs to be provided at least once a term, preferably monthly. 

* Recognition there is sometimes embarrassment (same-gender counsellors) where SRE is con-
cerned. 

* Understanding sexuality needs to be covered. 

* Refreshing and relevant resources with a variety of different teaching methods will be essential   
to the success of the SRE curriculum. 

* Expert advice for everyone needs to be the ultimate aim to be achieved by the curriculum. 
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RESEARCH TOPIC 3 

 

Name of Research Topic: Curriculum for Life - Cultural Awareness Education 

Name of Project/Organisation:  

Activate8 for the South West Young Researchers Project 

Names and ages of Young Researchers:   

24 young researchers aged between 12 -19  in a  Focus Group at the SW Young Researchers 

Research Residential Weekend June 2013. 

How did we do it?  

Mark Curtis from Activate8 held a workshop at the residential 

in order to explore how the young researchers feel about 

whether Cultural Awareness should be included on the Na-

tional Curriculum. 

The activities included exploring how it feels to be included 

and excluded in your community or social group.  We then 

discussed our understanding of what diversity and ethnicity 

means to young people and examined the language and ter-

minology surrounding these definitions.  Each participant created a diagram of what they felt 

represented their multi-cultural self and we discussed how a wider understanding starts from un-

derstanding yourself.  Finally, we explored what we had learnt from these activities in order to 

make recommendations for the report. 

Our Findings 

• The majority felt that Cultural Awareness should be part of the National Curriculum; how-

ever, it should be embedded as part of the school values rather than as a separate subject.   

• The aim would be to break down social barriers, learn new skills and build community co-

hesion.   

• This could be respectfully and positively delivered by experts and specialists visiting 

schools who could better illustrate how best to appreciate the abilities and limitations of every-

one in our society.  

• The group felt that teachers don’t always have the skills to do this and are often unable to 

sensitively and respectfully handle the issues that arise from this training.  

• Example of this was around using a wheelchair, being blindfolded and experiencing differ-

ent cultures.   

• Positive awareness should be encouraged from Year 8 to include equality learning, un-

derstanding discrimination and changing to more positive attitudes. 
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RESEARCH TOPIC 4 

 

Name of Research Topic: Curriculum for Life - Community Cohesion Education 

 

Name of Project / Organisation: Taunton Young Researchers 

 

Names and ages of Young Researchers:  

Martin Hayfield – 17 

Amber Byles – 17 

Sophie Keitch – 17 

Jake Taylor – 13 

Sophie Warr - 15 

 

How did we do it?  

We designed a face to face interview asking what young people think community cohesion is; 

what they learned about community cohesion at school; what they would like to learn at school 

and how learning about community cohesion at school helps now and later in life. 

Each young researcher committed to holding at least 4 face to face interviews in June 2013. 

We analysed the results before bringing the information to residential in June. 

 

What did we find out?    

We interviewed 13 young people aged between 11 – 19 years; more females than males took 

part. 

We found that most people were taught about different faiths, nationalities and cultures at 

school. 

We found that most people wanted to learn more about volunteering opportunities at school 

and more about different groups i.e. youth, sports, drama, disabilities etc. 

We found that most people didn’t want more education 

about different faiths or about local services. 

We found that most respondents struggled to understand the 

meaning of or could explain what Community Cohesion is – 

most think of it in terms of their geographical environment. 

 

Taunton Young Researchers present their findings at the Cornwall 

Residential June 2013 
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We wondered if the reason they didn’t want more religion and faith education is because it is 

taught well and broadly in school. However it is suggested that community cohesion is more than 

just religion so religious education is not sufficient to cover all areas needed. 

 

At the time of conducting the interviews the Woolwich murder took place and we wondered if this 

had any impact on responses or awareness of community cohesion. 

 

Young people say they feel part of a community including school community and youth clubs.  

 

Young people thought that community cohesion was damaged during the London riots because 

young people were blame for a majority of the crime. However it also showed an example of 

community cohesion as many people within the communities helped to clean up the aftermath. 

 

Recommendations:  

From the focus groups we have realised that the best way to inform young people of community 

cohesion is through being given the opportunities to participate in their community, opposed to it 

being taught formally through the curriculum.  

To do this, schools should offer chances to volunteer in the community to gain an interest in the 

society around them. It was suggested that the lower years, primary and early secondary school, 

would be the best age group to target as they are venturing into new environments and open to 

more new ideas.  

Schools should also run events to help young people feel part of a community and this in turn will 

lead to an education in community cohesion. 

 

 

 
Taunton Young Researchers have fun at the Cornwall 

residential June 2013 
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RESEARCH TOPIC 5 

Name of Research Topic: Curriculum for Life Financial Skills Education 

Name of Project / Organisation: Taunton Young Researchers 

Names and ages of Young Researchers:  

Martin Hayfield - 17 

Amber Byles - 17 

Sophie Keitch - 17 

Sophie Warr – 15 

Jake Taylor – 13 

How did we do it?  

 

We used an on-line survey tool called Smart Survey and circulated the link to the survey around 
our networks and contacts; some of us used a paper version and we input the results onto the 
online tool. 

We asked 14 questions; these were –  

Your age; your gender; are you given pocket  money; is it weekly or monthly; how much do you 
get; do you have to do household chores to get your pocket money; do you know what the Na-
tional Minimum wage for 16-17 year olds is; what was the average UK salary in 2012; what do 
you call the extra amount of money paid back with a loan; what does balancing the budget 
mean; do you budget your money; do you get taught about personal finances at school/college; 
will it help you as an adult if you did get taught personal finances. 

 

The survey ran for 8 weeks in May and June 2013. 

 

What did we find out?    

 

• 197 people took part – 194 of them were aged between 13 – 19 years 

• The gender split was 64% female, 33.5% male and 2% preferred not to say 

• 118 (60%) received pocket money – 79 F, 37 M, 2 prefer not to say and 79 (40%) didn’t. 

• Of the 118 who did , 66 (56%) had to do household chores to receive it – 51 (77%) F, 14 
(21%) M. 

• Of the 118 who did, 87 (74%) said that they did budget their money – 63 (72%) F and 22 
(25%) M 

• Overall, in the survey, 182 (92%) knew what it meant to budget your money. 

• Only 35 (18%) knew that the average UK salary in 2012 was £27K – 18 F, 16M and 1 
prefer not to say 
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• 133 (67.5%) knew that the National Minimum Wage for 16-17 year olds is £3.68 p/h 

• 161 (82%) knew that interest is the extra amount you pay back on a loan. 

• 156 (79%) don get taught finance skills at school and college  

• The same number think it would help you later in life, if you did get taught finance skills in 
school/college. 

 

Recommendations:  

 

From our focus group we found that young people do want to learn about personal finance skills.  

We recommend that, in schools, there should be an emphasised message on budgeting and 
avoiding debt. With many young people receiving an allowance or a wage through part time 
work, it is important that they know how to spend money appropriately with further emphasis on 
the reality of debt; they could face this if they fail to budget sufficiently.  

It was found that many young people wanted to learn about different bank accounts including 
student accounts and loans. This is due to them facing the reality of university and managing 
money away from home. Also the age at which bank accounts can be opened needs to taught. 
We advise that information on different types of support should be provided to young people 
through the education system including material for further individual enquiries.  

Organisations such as the Citizens Advice Bureau who advise on issues relating to personal fi-
nance should be made more aware to young people. It was made clear that young people who 
are going into a working environment have a lack of understanding of basic entitlements of their 
age, for example, minimum wage and taxation.  

Young people want finance skills to be taught in a more generic fashion through compulsory and 
widespread lessons that everyone can have access to, for example through PHSE lessons. 
However, there was emphasis on the need for an impartial perspective from outside of the edu-
cation system, for example, people have experienced various situations regarding personal fi-
nance, such as being in debt, or professionals such as bankers who can give further advice.  

These changes will aid the education of young people about personal finances that was clearly 
wanted throughout our research. 

  

Taunton Young Researchers prepare and present their findings into 

Finance Skills Education 
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RESEARCH TOPIC 6 

 

Name of Research Topic: Curriculum for Life - Sustainable Living 

Name of Project / Organisation: SW Young Researchers 

Names and ages of Young Researchers:  SW Young Researchers 

How did we do it?  Secondary Research (desk research) involves the summary and collation of 

existing research. In this case we looked  at a qualitative research study entitled Learning for 

sustainability: from the pupils’ perspective - a report of a three-year longitudinal study of 15 

schools from June 2005 to June 2008. 

Focus group with 24 young people aged 11-19 years, at the South West Researchers Residen-

tial, surrounding the data collected from the secondary document coupled with their own under-

standing and knowledge of sustainable education.   

What did we find out? 

• Most of the pupils in the study considered that environmental sustainability is important 

(more so for the primary school pupils) 

• Over the period of the study there were improvements both in pupils’ knowledge of issues 

related to sustainability and their relevant abilities and competencies  

• Clearest increase in knowledge usually linked to an emphasis in the school on sustainabil-

ity within the curriculum 

• Most pupils had heard the word ‘sustainability’ applied to the environment but few could 

express anything more than a simple personal concept 

• Greatest gains found where issues surrounding sustainable living are discussed and prac-

tised in both school and home environments 

• School councils can have a valuable motivating effect on pupils’ involvement in learning 

for sustainability  

• Where pupils were involved in monitoring, recording and reporting the effectiveness of the 

measures taken to improve sustainability within the school, or involved in planning changes in 

the school or local community, there were valuable educational outcomes and increased pupil 

motivation.  

• Pupils were well informed about what constitutes a healthy lifestyle and were able to talk 

about it in some detail 

• Pupils motivated when an activity provided an opportunity to work with friends; had an ele-

ment of challenge; and involved pupils in planning and disseminating the outcomes 

• Many pupils, even at an early age, had a view of what constitutes fair trade and concern 

for the exploitation of labour and social justice 
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 Some pupils understood that they could learn from other cultures, rather than simply con-

sidering them as less fortunate 

 Some pupils had the view that communities worldwide affect each other so that what is 

 done in this country has implications for those elsewhere 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do we think?  

All of the pupils within the report had a high level of understanding surrounding sustainability in-

cluding climate change, carbon footprints, traffic emissions, food waste, local well-being, fair 

trade, social justice, inclusion and participation. Their in-depth knowledge stems from the teach-

ing within their schools encompassing a wide range of subjects regarding sustainability coupled 

with a commitment of working towards sustainable school status.    

 

18 out of the 24 young people included in the focus group believed that sustainable living should 

be included in the curriculum with one young person when talking of global warming stating; 

‘We’re sitting on a time bomb; if we don’t react now things could be disastrous, so drastic im-

provements to the teaching of sustainable living need to be made.’ Ben Haddy, 17, from Corn-

wall. 

 

 

 

 

Sustainability Poem—see Appendix 2 
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Recommendations: 

  

• Sustainable living should be included in the curriculum and be taught within geography 

lessons by existing teachers 

• Within the teaching young people need to learn about effects they have on the environ-

ment, food waste, global warming, traffic emissions, participation, energy consumption including 

a culture awareness of how our communities affect other communities around the world 

• Parents have a responsibility to give guidance and support around sustainable living as 

well as schools 

• Charities to be invited into schools to share their knowledge about particular campaigns 

that regard the environment and sustainability giving the pupils a chance to make a difference 

and get involved with the different campaigns 

• All schools need to include sessions surrounding the exportation of food and should have 

a garden that grows fruit and vegetables inviting members of the community to work alongside 

young people enhancing community cohesion.  
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RESEARCH TOPIC 7 

 

Name of Research Topic:  Curriculum for Life – Citizenship Education 

Name of Project / Organisation: Cornwall Peer Researchers (St Ives School; Pool Academy; 

Penair School)  

Names and ages of Young Researchers:  

Penair School ; Anna Penhaligon  14yrs. 

Pool Academy : Laura Binny 14yrs; Karis Adeyemi 14yrs; Jess Adams 14yrs 

St Ives School : Chloe Barratt 15yrs; Lauren Cotterell 14yrs; Elle Phillips 15yrs 

How did we do it?  

We devised questionnaires asking about what subject young people are taught, and how often; 

we also asked what they would like to be taught, how often, how and by whom.  

Some groups had time to hold short focused discussions on areas of concern with young people 

from the school council, tutor groups etc.  

We did the above as it was easy to fit into the school curriculum and would cause minimum dis-

ruption and likely to get the go ahead by teachers.  

We also sent out an online survey for any young person to contribute.  

 

What did we find out?    

Approx 280 young people answered surveys; 73 of these were under 13, 7 were 17 +.  Female ; 

52%  ; 48% Male.   

 

Key Messages: See presentation powerpoint for statistics on findings.  

• The teaching of some areas of Citizenship are covered well e.g. human rights, laws 

around drugs, alcohol + sex. 

• Other areas are neglected, e.g. homelessness, police powers, consumer + employee 

rights.  

• Young people want to know about a wide range of subjects and understand what this 

means/ how this works in practice.  

• Young people want to be taught this is a variety of ways from a mixture of people.  

• Citizenship should be taught from primary school. 
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What do we think? 

 • Young people want to learn about things that affect them now. 

• Young people from Pool Academy favoured visits from outside agencies and 95% said 

Yes to being taught about Domestic Violence – we believe this is linked to a recent hard hitting 

session they had on this topic.  

• Young people believed they needed to be taught how to deal with situations in a more 

effective way e.g. be more resilient.  

• Young people wanted to explore how to avoid situations e.g. homelessness, arrest.  

• Young people wanted to be taught to recognise abusive and controlling behaviour, as 

can be very subtle.  

• Young people wanted to be told directly about things relating directly to them e.g. job op-

portunities for under 16’s.  

• More engaging + interactive methods of teaching Citizenship.  

 Range of support needed, outside of school as well, not just websites for information. 

See Appendix 3 for further discussion topics 

 Recommendations:  

From our survey findings and a focus group of 24 young people at the South West Researchers 

residential, we can make the following recommendations surrounding citizenship education; 

firstly and most importantly it should be a necessary requirement in the curriculum for young 

people aged from 11 to 18 years. This should include; police powers, consumers rights, victims 

of crime, job opportunities, employment rights, the benefit system, domestic violence, and how 

to avoid situations such as homelessness and arrest. We believe that young people should be 

taught how to deal with life situations that are included above, and explore the consequences of 

their decisions. 

From our understanding of the findings we acknowledge that a minority of young people have 

been taught citizen education, however we believe that all students should take part in sessions 

either weekly or fortnightly. Furthermore these lessons should be taught by a mixture of experts 

including; outside agencies and local decision makers 

with input from teachers. Finally we feel that lessons 

should be taught through; films workshops and relevant 

activities including drama and school trips, for the stu-

dents to get the best out of the education they receive 

from school/college.  

 

 

4. How often would you like to be taught about citizenship in 
school / college?

27%

34%

14%

10%

6%
9%

Weekly

Fortnightly

Twice a term

Once a term

Once a year

Never
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our Focus Group examined the research data as a whole and analysed key messages and 

themes emerging from each body of research. 

We would like to make the following recommendations to the decision makers who are currently 

consulting on the National Curriculum. 

There is a place in the curriculum for Life Skills; our findings show that young people feel that 

they are vital and as important as academic studies.  In fact, young people want to learn life skills 

more than we thought they would. 

Sex and Relationships Education, Political Education, Finance Skills Education and Cultural 

Awareness are the subjects that young people feel most strongly about inclusion on the curricu-

lum.  We believe that this is because these skills are most useful to them in their transition to 

adulthood and later in their lives. 

Schools should embed sustainability and community cohesion into their ethos and as part of their 

values.  Young people feel strongly about the vulnerability of the environment and acknowledge 

it will be their responsibility in the future.  Young people are concerned about community ten-

sions and can see that they and their schools have a responsibility in building stronger communi-

ties. 

Citizenship Education is being addressed in schools through personal, social, health and eco-

nomic (PSHE) education; however, our recommendation is that young people would like it taught 

more frequently and with a greater emphasis on a practical application of the knowledge. 

Our findings lead us to realise that there is significant cross-over between the seven Curriculum 

for Life topics.  For example; cultural awareness findings covered areas of sex and relationship 

education, community cohesion and sustainability.  Citizenship Education also addresses as-

pects of political education, community cohesion and cultural awareness. We recommend that 

compulsory Religious Education should be offered more broadly in the form of Religion, Ethics 

and Philosophy and to cover community cohesion, citizenship and cultural awareness.  Current 

affairs such as the recent Woolwich murders should be addressed in a timely and sensitive man-

ner. 

We recommend a wide-ranging approach to the way that these topics are taught in schools.  

Young people would value a mixed teaching approach to include specialist teachers, outside 

agencies, youth workers, local councillors and decision makers, MPs and local community lead-

ers, and organisations such as  Brook advisors/nurses, Citizen Advice Bureau staff,  the World 

Wildlife Fund and British Red Cross.   We suggest that decision makers listen to the strong mes-

sage coming from young people that, often, the wrong people are teaching Sex and Relation-

ships Education in schools.  Many teachers teach it as their secondary subject and young  
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people don’t value this cross over; mainly due to an embarrassment factor on both sides but also 

because the teachers themselves are not skilled enough in the subject. In our surveys, some 

young people asked for same-sex teaching of SRE to avoid the embarrassment which prevents 

students asking questions in a safe setting.   

However, we also suggest that where experts are called in to teach these subjects, they are im-

partial and are not exploiting an opportunity for promotion of products or services.  This was re-

flected in the focus discussions around Finance Skills where young people wanted to hear from 

banks and other financial institutions but not if it meant that they used it as an opportunity to pro-

mote their services. 

We propose that schools should review their teaching methods in these subject areas.  Young 

people have stated that they would learn best from a mixed approach that includes visits into and 

out of school, films, workshops, case studies and more interactive opportunities involving de-

bates, discussions and further exploration of issues. 

We strongly recommend that schools review the materials that they use when delivering these 

subjects.  Our finding showed that often information is out of date and no longer relevant. This is 

important because our findings show that young people value being given or sign posted to infor-

mation but they want it to have a practical and useful application.  Often, especially, in Sex and 

Relationships Education, Political Education and Citizenship, the same topics and information are 

repeated and out-of-date and this becomes frustrating and unhelpful. 

Finally, we propose that a strong emphasis on life skills in the curriculum will reap benefits for 

young people in the UK and for society as a whole.  Young people believe that a Curriculum for 

Life will result in the following benefits: 

 Competent and valued members of their communities 

 Responsible citizens 

 Economic growth; less drain on the welfare system 

 Less personal debt 

 Fewer teenage pregnancies and STIs (sexually transmitted infections) 

 A healthier and inclusive society; less drain on the NHS 

 Less homelessness 

 A more informed and engaged young    

 electorate 

 A happier society. 

 

 

 

 

The SW Young Researchers Group photo at Cornwall 

Residential June 2013 
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APPENDICES 

 Appendix 1 Peer Research Project – Political Education  

 

Subject:  How do we teach young people about political parties and what they stand for without 

being party political or biased? 

 The Manifestos of the different Political parties. 

 Equal representation of political parties so fair, focus on all aspects. 

 Teach in an exciting way . 

 Maybe concentrate on this for half a term so can get really into it 

 How they debate, e.g. in Houses of Parliament 

 How Hierarchy works 

 Teachers need to be informed themselves 

 Have visitors e.g. MPs come in 

Subject:  What do young people want to know about how decisions are made locally?  

 The structure of the local council 

 How can we raise an issue and who to go to 

 How people can become councillors  

 What a councillor does and how they represent the people.  

 What they discuss, what decisions have been made 

 Things that have been done, what has worked, what hasn’t 

 Local decision makers need to come in and meet us in person in school,  maybe yp com-

plete questionnaires or hold debates on issues first.  

 Decision makers need to consult with yp including around spending public money. 

 Questions to decision makers need to be yp led 

 Feedback from discussions needs to be given to yp 

 More meetings with local yp to discuss priorities 

 More monitoring for yp of local services and facilities 
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Subject:  How can you voice your concerns on an issue to the right people? Who should you 

talk to about what? 

 Very vague in schools, we need a system where yp can voice their concerns. 

 Meeting face to face with adults, or meet with teacher and write down issues which are 
then sent to adult decision makers. 

 System in school first and support to get opinions across. 

 Taught to debate, gather opinions, structure arguments, who can support you. 

 Consistent consultation with senior members of the council. 

 Chosen youth representatives to meet decision makers frequently. 

 Skype, Internet, Email lines of communication as well; but face to face important 

 Greater public presence of decision makers. 

 

Subject:  What laws most affect young people? What laws do young people need to know 
about?  

 Go through what they laws are and how they affect our lives in a positive + negative way. 

 

Subject:  What would young people like to know about what the current government are doing? 

To understand the policies and how they affect our lives now and into adulthood 

 Education policy – what has happened and why, what might happen in the future – so we 
can gain knowledge and understanding. 

 European Laws etc 

 Money 

 Environment. 
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Appendix 2 Sustainability 

 

What is sustainability? Poem 

S is for Something long lasting, that won’t run out. 

U is for Understanding our environment, and working with it. 

S is for Sharing good ideas around the world, for the good of all. 

T is for Turning away from a throwaway culture. 

A is for Alleviating poverty by learning and sharing great ideas. 

I is for Imagining a brighter, cleaner and greener future. 

N is for Nurturing new technologies to save power and lives. 

A is for Aiming to reduce the waste we produce. 

B is for Building for the future in a caring and considerate way. 

I is for Investigating renewable energy sources like wind, wave and sun. 

L is for Leaving lighter footprints on the planet we all care for. 

I is for Imploring politicians to change the old ways. 

T is for Trying to make a difference, each and every one of us. 

Y is for You and me; sustainability is for all of us. 

Written by Class 4 (Year 5 and 6 Assembly October 2011) 

Wellington Primary School 

Herefordshire 

http://www.wellingtonprimary-hereford.co.uk/ 
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Appendix 3 Peer Research Project – Citizenship Education 

 

• Subject:  Police powers; what do young people want to know about stop + search and if 

they are arrested? 

• Subject:  What do young people want to know about being victims of crime?  

 Subject:   What do young people need to know about the benefits, help and support that 

they and their family may be able to receive? How do they want to be informed re changes 

to the benefit system? 

 Subject:  What do young people want to know about their rights as a purchaser of products 

and services  

• Subject:  What do young people want to know about the help and support they can get it 

 they are made homeless + what factors may influence the help you can get?  

• Subject:  What do young people want to know about domestic violence? (E.g. different 

 types of intimidating, manipulative behaviour)  

• To know the definitions. 

• How to recognise an abusive situation 

• Where can get help and support 

• Meet people who have been victims and overcome. 

• Personal resilience 

• Subject:  What do young people want to know about bullying and the help they can re

 ceive?  

 • Subject:  What do young people want to know about their employment rights   


